Headword ‘nature’ with completed
translation fields
nature
1n

uncount

the natural world

TRANSLATION:

an nádúr

DIALECT:

C1 M1 UTRANSLATION: an dúlra
DIALECT: C1 M1 U-

Many people see our town as a man-made place remote from
nature's beauty.
She excluded the public and, after a fire that destroyed most of
the woodland, the island was left to nature for the next 30
years.
This was not the first time that man and nature had been at war
in the local fens.
Nothing can replace the delicious taste of nature's bounty,
properly ripened.
It is intended for people with a general interest in nature and
wildlife who would like to know more about their surroundings.
Freedom to roam the surrounding countryside laid the basis for a
great love of nature and history.
Nature in Art is the world's first museum & art gallery
dedicated to art inspired by nature from across the world.
Such crossbreeding occurs in nature, and farmers often
experiment on their own to develop new crossbreeds.
CHUNK the laws of nature
TRANSLATION:

dlíthe an nádúir

DIALECT:

C1 M1 U1
TRANSLATION: dlíthe
DIALECT: C1 M1 UA

an dúlra

Have the scientific and technological advances of the twentieth
century left us arrogantly believing that we are above the laws
of nature?
CHUNK a wonder of nature
VARIANT nature's wonder
TRANSLATION:
DIALECT:

iontas de chuid an nádúir

C1 M1 U1
TRANSLATION: iontas
DIALECT: C1 M1 UA

de chuid an dúlra

This migratory phenomenon is truly a wonder of nature that
sparks the imagination.
Honey is one of nature's wonders and has been a treasured
commodity for centuries.
CHUNK nature's way of doing sth
TRANSLATION:

bealach an nádúir le/chun rud a dhéanamh

DIALECT:

C1 M0 U1
TRANSLATION: slí an nádúir le/chun rud a dhéanamh
DIALECT: C0 M1 U0
TRANSLATION: dóigh an nádúir le/chun rud a dhéanamh
DIALECT: C0 M0 U1

Panic is just nature's way of putting your body into overdrive.
CHUNK return to nature
VARIANT get back to nature
TRANSLATION:
DIALECT:

filleadh ar an nádúr

CA M1 U1
TRANSLATION: filleadh
DIALECT: CA MA UA

ar an dúlra

TRANSLATION:
DIALECT:

a dhul ar ais ar an nádúr

C1 M0 U0

It was a view shared by Rousseau who advocated a return to
nature and preindustrial values.
The garden was abandoned in the 1960's and left to return to
nature.
If that whets your appetite and you feel the urge to really get
back to nature, the rural wilderness that is the Everglades
National Park is only a few hours away, and offers such
diversions as wildlife-viewing boat trips, hiking, cycling and
kayaking.
CHUNK the forces of nature
TRANSLATION:

fórsaí an nádúir

DIALECT:

C1 M1 U1
TRANSLATION: fórsaí an
DIALECT: CN M1 UA
TRANSLATION: na dúile
DIALECT: C- M1 UA

dúlra

Those of us with a rudimentary knowledge of the forces of
nature realise that lightning has a natural affinity for tall
structures and isolated hills.
STRUCTURE

N_premod

TRANSLATION:
TRANSLATION:

an nádúr
an dúlra

This move demonstrates the council's commitment to nature
conservation and will hopefully help towards Haslam Park
achieving a Green Flag award.
We also give advice and support to schools on creating, using
and managing nature areas.
Since the late 1990s, however, digital cameras have
revolutionised photography, especially nature photography.
nature lover, nature study, nature reserve,
nature trail, nature walk
LINK

2n

c_u

the essential quality or character of sth

TRANSLATION:
TRANSLATION:
DIALECT:

nádúr
mianach

C1 M1 U1

TRANSLATION:

leithéid

DIALECT:

C1 MA U0
TRANS-COMMENT: m02:

An focal sin coitianta i gCúige
Mumhan ach amhras orm faoin gcomhthéacs seo.
TRANSLATION: cineál
DIALECT:

C1 MA U-

c02: Ní call 'nature' a aistriú i sampla 3
thíos ná i samplaí dá leithéid; 'de bharr a chastachta' a
bheadh ann. Ar an gcaoi chéanna, a leithéid seo: Ireland's
island nature... = de bharr gur oileán í Éire...
TRANSLATION: sórt
TRANS-COMMENT:

DIALECT:

C- M- U1

There are several multitudes and types of bacteria varying in
shapes, sizes and nature.
The Last Samurai (Warner Brothers) A stylish epic from
director Edward Zwick that contains everything that one wants
in a film of its nature, intense battle scenes, sword fights,
heroism, love and honor.
The religion is surrounded in mystery and is not easy to
understand due to it's complex nature.
COLLOCATES

human

TRANSLATION:
TRANSLATION:

nádúr
mianach

There is something in human nature that wants power.
TRANSLATION:

sa duine

DIALECT:

C- M1 U1
STRUCTURE PP_X of
TRANSLATION: 000
TRANS-COMMENT: c02:

samplaí thíos.

TRANSLATION:
DIALECT:

Ní call 'nature' a aistriú sna

an cineál x ...

C- M- U1

"The United States needs to understand the nature of the
Chinese energy sector and its relationship with the Chinese
government," the letter says.
The extent and nature of the changes will depend on what the
consultation reveals about users' needs.
Term I special subject list ... Full course description The
course is designed to explore the nature of welfare policy in
Britain today and provide an understanding of contemporary
social problems.
Originally a regular style bacon and eggs cafe, it has kept pace
with the changing nature of Brighton's clientele.
The ?Week ' aims to draw attention to the essential nature of
the Meals on Wheels service and its value to vulnerable older
people.
The nature of human relationships continues to be at the
heart of her work, for she is fascinated by ordinary people, all
of whom have their stories to tell.

COLLOCATES

true

TRANSLATION:
DIALECT:

a bhfuil i gceist go fírinneach le

C1 M1 U1

Much Ado About Nothing explores the true nature of love
and the first scene of the play introduces this theme.
CHUNK by one's nature
VARIANT by one's very nature
TRANSLATION:

ó dhúchas [i gcás daoine]

DIALECT:

C- M1 UA
TRANSLATION: mar is léir
DIALECT: C- M1 U0
TRANSLATION: is de dhlúth agus d'inneach in
DIALECT: C- M1 UA
TRANSLATION: is tréith bhunúsach in X é ...
DIALECT: C- M- U1

X...

Locking your door when you leave your room is good policy
anyway, even more so if you have a laptop as these are by their
nature very portable.
However, children are, by their very nature, limited in terms
of their procedural, declarative and factual knowledge.
Marine engines are by their very nature inefficient compared
to a road vehicle.
SUPPORT PREPOSITION in
TRANSLATION:
DIALECT:

leagan amach (déanamh etc.) X atá ar Y

C- M1 U1

The course is modular in nature, comprising 180 credits, 120
from MSc-dedicated taught modules and 60 from a
dissertation component.
As the area is predominantly rural in nature the
improvements will also ease the problems caused by seasonal
agricultural produce movements.
There have been some improvements but they have been minor
in nature.

I think that all this would be a great idea - we need exactly
such a flag for the many occasions which are all-Ireland in
nature and in which unionists participate.
SUPPORT PREPOSITION by
TRANSLATION:

ó bhonn

DIALECT:

C- M1 UA
TRANSLATION: is tréith

bhunúsach in X é ...

Though regulated in a number of treaties, nonlethal weapons
are not by nature either illegal or immoral.
Encore Environmental Aggregates is, as the name suggests,
green by nature.
By nature, hip-hop has always been territorial.
TRANSLATION:

3n

de dhlúth agus d'inneach san hiop-heap

c_u the

basic character of a person or animal
nádúr
TRANSLATION: mianach
TRANSLATION: tréithe
TRANSLATION:

DIALECT:

C1 M1 U1

TRANSLATION:

aigne

DIALECT:

C- M- U1
TRANSLATION: méin
DIALECT: C- M- U1

Friends and colleagues constantly referred to his iron resolve
and cheery nature, a man who would never let the conditions,
no matter how extreme, cause him to lose his sense of humour or
duty.
While some believed her husband was dead, Sunnie -- real name
Dilys but nicknamed Sunnie because of her happy nature -refused to give up hope.
With black hair, and moods to match, for I was more capricious,
my blue-grey eyes mirrored the sullen nature and restlessness
which ever simmered within.
CHUNK in one's nature
TRANSLATION:

i nádúr X

DIALECT:

C1 M1 U1
TRANSLATION: i mianach
DIALECT: C1 M1 U0
TRANSLATION: i X
DIALECT: C- M1 U1

X

It is in his nature to keep his opinions to himself, which is
perhaps why his own motives are so misunderstood by those
around him.
It was not in her nature to be passive, to accept fate.
But it was always in my nature to do things differently to
others.
SUPPORT PREPOSITION by
TRANSLATION:
DIALECT:

de réir (a) nádúir

C1 M1 U1
TRANSLATION: de réir (a)
DIALECT: C1 M1 U0
TRANSLATION: ó nádúr
DIALECT: C- M- U1

m(h)ianaigh

A risk-taker and maverick by nature, he nevertheless knows
that radical change is a non-starter in Formula One despite its
current reputation for being boring.
By nature I am a calm, laid back, easy going person.
I'm shy by nature.
Nomadic by nature, he spent much of his life on the move,
living and working in hotels (notably at Morar, Scotland) or

staying with friends in Ireland (especially Cork and
Glencolumcille).

4 adj

comb

SUBFORM
VARIANT

having the type of character mentioned

natured
-natured

TRANSLATION:

-mhúinte (dea-/mí- & drochmhúinte)

DIALECT:

C1 M1 U0
TRANSLATION: nádúrtha (dearfach)
DIALECT: C- M1 U0
TRANSLATION: drochbhraon a bheith
DIALECT: C- M1 U1
TRANSLATION: bheith AID i méin
DIALECT: C- M- U1

in X (diúltach)

Gretchen Mol stars as Bettie Page, a quiet, good-natured,
church-going girl from Nashville, Tennessee.
TRANSLATION:
DIALECT:

lách

C1 M1 U1

She was the best natured dog I have ever had.
TRANSLATION:
DIALECT:

macánta

C- M1 U1

" But Will Knook would listen to no excuses, and went away
grumbling and growling in his ill-natured way.
TRANSLATION:
DIALECT:

oilbhéasach

C1 MA U0

Betty Garrett was completely different, she was very friendly
and sweet natured.

5n

kind, sort
TRANSLATION: cineál
TRANSLATION: leithéid
TRANSLATION: saghas
TRANSLATION: sórt
uncount

Nothing of that nature has been discussed.
The question of how much leadership to give and of what nature
is difficult to prescribe because it has to be assessed in the light of
varied circumstances.
STRUCTURE

PP_X of

cineál
saghas
TRANSLATION: sórt
TRANSLATION:
TRANSLATION:

When you contact us, you will be asked what the nature of
the problem is and the batch number from the label.
Due to the nature of the information required it was felt that
a letter of introduction and the brief, one-side questionnaire
would be more practical than a telephone survey.
Please give us a few more details on the nature of the business
that you are considering.
CHUNK of a ... nature
TRANSLATION:

de chineál

DIALECT:

C1 M1 UA
TRANSLATION: de shaghas
DIALECT: C- M1 UA
TRANSLATION: de shórt
DIALECT: C- M1 UA

The place where adults can talk online Chat of an adult
nature is likely to take place in these rooms - and they're not
moderated or supervised in any way.
My friendship with her elder sister was of an entirely different
nature.
TRANSLATION:

cineál eile ar fad

DIALECT: C- M- U1
COLLOCATES political,

medical, technical

de chineál
TRANSLATION: de shaghas
TRANSLATION: de shórt
TRANSLATION: a bhaineann le polaitíocht srl
TRANSLATION:

DIALECT:

C- M- U1

He thought that the creative genius of a writer should be freed
from all restrictions and restraints, especially those of a
political nature, and that the writer should write as he
pleased.
Any questions of a medical nature must be discussed with
your GP or Cardiologist.
Each stage in the process requires different skills, often of a
very technical nature.
COLLOCATES

personal, sensitive

TRANSLATION:
DIALECT:

pearsanta

C1 M1 U1

Sit behind the driver in the back of the cab and avoid
conversations of a personal nature.
The information shared can be of a highly sensitive nature
and can only be disclosed on a 'need to know’ basis.
CHUNK in the nature of sth
TRANSLATION:

is mó de X é Y

DIALECT:

C- M1 UTRANSLATION: bheith cosúil le X
DIALECT: C- M- U1
TRANSLATION: is geall le X iad
DIALECT: C- M- U0

These designs are more in the nature of 'fun' boats.
something in the nature of

CHUNK

cineál + GINIDEACH
saghas + GINIDEACH
TRANSLATION: sórt + GINIDEACH
TRANSLATION: ar nós X
TRANSLATION:
TRANSLATION:

DIALECT:

C- M- U0

TRANSLATION:
DIALECT:

i riocht X

C- M- UA
TRANSLATION: cosúil

le

It had contained something in the nature of an invitation or a
reference to an invitation - precisely what, neither of them
now remembered.
CHUNK nothing in the nature of

dada de chineál
rud ar bith cosúil le
TRANSLATION: aon ní ar nós
TRANSLATION:
TRANSLATION:

They were clearly worried by the uncaring and unsympathetic
treatment by the care assistant of the old lady, but they were
equally clear in their very fair evidence that there was nothing
in the nature of an assault or a slapping.
PHR against nature

unnatural

TRANSLATION:
DIALECT:

mínádúrtha

C1 M1 U1
TRANSLATION: in aghaidh
DIALECT: C1 M1 U1

an nádúir

It has been maintained by the socialists that the Profit of capital
is a thing which is wrong and against nature.
We've always resisted the idea of child abuse. It's against
nature - mothers should love their children.
PHR in the nature of things

in the way that things normally happen
TRANSLATION: de réir (an) nádúir
DIALECT:

C1 M1 U0

TRANSLATION:

mar is dual do chúrsaí titim amach

DIALECT:

C- M1 U0
TRANSLATION: mar a
DIALECT: C- M- U1

tharlaíonn de ghnáth

In the nature of things, he became actively involved in issues
which concerned the community such as race relations,
immigration and nationality.
Whenever a sport is developed it is in the nature of things that
the participants will try harder to beat what has gone before.
PHR let nature take its course

to allow sth to happen without interference
TRANSLATION: géill don nádúr
DIALECT:

C1 M1 U0

TRANSLATION:

géill don dúlra

DIALECT:

C1 M1 U0
TRANSLATION: lig don
DIALECT: C- M1 U0

dúchas

How should it be managed - should we just let nature take its
course or should we actively manage it?
Back home I cleaned up my gashed right cheek, and having made
sure everything moved and no bones were sticking out, I was
quite content to leave it at that and let Nature take its course.
In either case, they argue, it is time to let nature take its course,
unfettered by a public policy that tries to compensate some
categories of people for getting the short end of the stick in the
past.
PHR nature or nurture
VARIANT nature versus nurture
VARIANT nature and nurture

used when talking about whether a skill or characteristic
is either innate or learned
TRANSLATION: mianach nó cothú
DIALECT:

CN MA U0

TRANSLATION:
DIALECT:

dúchas nó oiliúint

C- M1 U1

In other words, is becoming an entrepreneur dependant on
nature or nurture?
Others, like the old school of sociology , claim we are products of
our environment . It's the old nature versus nurture debate .
In essence I feel that inspiration is a product of both nature and
nurture .
COMPOUND nature lover

1 n sb who loves the natural world
TRANSLATION: duine a bhfuil grá aige/aici don dúlra
TRANSLATION: duine a bhfuil grá aige/aici don nádúr
TRANSLATION: lucht cartha an nádúir
DIALECT:

C- M- U0

Holidays in Cayo Guillermo are also popular with bird
watchers and nature lovers.
COMPOUND nature reserve

2 n a protected area of land where plants, animals and
the environment cannot be harmed
TRANSLATION: ceantar caomhnaithe
DIALECT:

CN MN U1

TRANSLATION:
DIALECT:

tearmann dúlra

C- MN UN

All rare trees on the nature reserve are clearly identified for
the general public.
Nature lovers will enjoy the variety of wildlife habitats at
Abberton Reservoir and Fringringhoe Wick nature reserves.
COMPOUND nature study

3 n c_u the study of the natural world; an occurrence
of this
TRANSLATION: staidéar dúlra
DIALECT:

C1 MN UN

The Parc D'Olhain is situated in a 800 acre National Park and
offers enormous opportunities for school groups, particularly for
nature studies and walks.
Within school grounds, places for outdoor teaching, story-telling
and nature study are recurrent features.
COMPOUND nature trail

4 n a path through a natural area with information
about plants and animals that can be found there
TRANSLATION: cosán dúlra
DIALECT:

CA MA U1

The park includes four nature trails, around the lake, around
the deer park, through the woodland and a trail for bird spotters.
COMPOUND nature walk

5 n a walk through a natural area involving the study of
plants and animals
TRANSLATION: siúlóid dúlra
DIALECT:

CN MN UN

You can enjoy an array of recreational activities in the area, from
water sports and fishing to nature walks and more.

6 n a path through a natural area where one can study
plants and animals
TRANSLATION: siúlán dúlra
DIALECT:

C0 MA U0

TRANSLATION:
DIALECT:

cosán dúlra

C- M- U1

The old racecourse has been developed as a nature walk.

